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Abstract
person
Human-Object Interaction Detection devotes to infer a
triplet hhuman, verb, objecti between human and objects.
In this paper, we propose a novel model, i.e., Relation Parsing Neural Network (RPNN), to detect human-object interactions. Specifically, the network is represented by two
graphs, i.e., Object-Bodypart Graph and Human-Bodypart
Graph. Here, the Object-Bodypart Graph dynamically captures the relationship between body parts and the surrounding objects. The Human-Bodypart Graph infers the relationship between human and body parts, and assembles
body part contexts to predict actions. These two graphs are
associated through an action passing mechanism. The proposed RPNN model is able to implicitly parse a pairwise
relation in two graphs without supervised labels. Experiments conducted on V-COCO and HICO-DET datasets confirm the effectiveness of the proposed RPNN network which
significantly outperforms state-of-the-art methods.
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Deep convolutional neural networks [1, 2, 3] have led
a rapid improvement for visual recognition tasks, including object detection [4, 5, 6] and human keypoint estimation [7, 8, 9]. Individual object detection is the basis of
understanding images. To comprehend the content of the
images, visual relationship recognition between individual
instances is important and challenging. Human-Object Interaction (HOI) Detection [10, 11, 12, 13] is the related
task which aims to detect human and objects, and meanwhile to reason the complex interactions between them.
We present an HOI detection instance in Fig. 1(a), where
a triplet hhuman, verb, objecti is respectively detected by
our method.
Most existing methods [14, 15, 16, 17] obtain great detection results by considering the pair of human feature and
object feature as shown in Fig. 1(b), and combining the
spatial relationship to detect HOIs. However, directly using the whole human feature with uniform attention might
lose a detailed information. Since human interact with ob-
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Figure 1. Human-object interaction detection. (a) Given an
image, hhumani, hverbi, and hobjecti are respectively detected
to show that the person (human) surfs (verb) on the surfboard
(object), where the person box is marked in blue, and the object
box is marked in red. (b) Recent methods [14, 15, 16, 17] directly use the pairs of the human and the object features to detect
human-object interactions, where the blue line connects the human
box and the object box to denote a pair of human and object. (c)
the correlation between different body parts is exploited for HOI
recognition in [18], where the body parts are marked in yellow,
and the green lines denote the body-part pairs. (d) In contrast,
our method exploits relations between object-bodypart (denoted
with yellow lines) as well as human-bodypart (blue lines) for HOI
detection. In this example, the strong relation between leg (body
part) and surfboard (object) indicates that the person surfs on the
surfboard.

jects only through body parts, the region of the body parts
are of the most important for HOI detection. Therefore,
the contents of body parts should be further considered for
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modeling HOIs. To solve this problem, Fang et. al. [18]
propose a pairwise body-part attention model to exploit the
correlations between body parts as shown in Fig. 1(c). Different from HOI detection, HOI recognition is to evaluate
the probabilities of certain interactions in a predefined HOI
list. As mentioned in [18], the studies in cognitive science [19, 20] show that the visual attention of human is
non-uniform and we tend to pay attentions to different body
parts according to different contexts. Namely, we should
pay different attention to different body parts for different
objects and different human appearances.
To achieve this, we focus on the relationships between
objects and body parts, as well as the human and body parts
as shown in Fig. 1(d). For clarity, we abbreviate object and
body part pair as object-bodypart, and the pair of human
and body part as human-bodypart throughout the paper.
As illustrated in Fig. 1(d), the pair of surfboard and leg
is an obvious cue to detect the interaction between the person and the surfboard. Therefore, inspired by [21], we construct an Object-Bodypart Graph for each person to capture
the important relation implicit in the object-bodypart pair.
Accordingly, the features of both object and body part can
be refined through discovering certain object-bodypart (i.e.,
surfboard-leg in Fig. 1(d)) relations. Moreover, we tend to
pay more attention to the leg part rather than overall human
appearance. The attention-based Human-Bodypart Graph
is built to parse the important relations of human-bodypart
to refine the feature of human in the paper. In terms of the
human-bodypart (i.e., human-leg) relation, the refined body
part feature (i.e., leg) in the Object-Bodypart Graph can refine the human feature to tell what action is the human participating (surfing) and where the action is happening (near
his leg).
Following the design in [16], we predict action and density estimation of target object location (where the action is
happening) based on the refined human features, as the refined human features contain more clues to detect actions
as well as estimate the density over the target object location for each action. Moreover, the interaction probabilities between the object and human for each action are
predicted based on the refined object features. Along with
the standard object/keypoints detection task, the RPNN is
trained as a multi-task learning system (e.g. action classification, target object location regression and object classification/regression). By minimizing the end-to-end loss, our
model can implicitly parse the relations of human-bodypart
and object-bodypart.
In the paper, a novel model, i.e., Relation Parsing Neural
Network (RPNN), is proposed to detect human-object interactions (HOIs). In particular, we address the HOI Detection problem by modeling the RPNN by two attention based
graphs, i.e., Human-Bodypart Graph and Object-Bodypart
Graph. Here, the Object-Bodypart Graph dynamically cap-

tures the relationship between body parts and the surrounding objects. The Human-Bodypart Graph infers the relationship between human and body parts, and assembles
body part contexts to predict actions. These two graphs
are associated through an action passing mechanism. The
proposed RPNN is evaluated on two public datasets (i.e., VCOCO [13] and HICO-DET [15]). The experimental results
confirm the effectiveness of the proposed RPNN network by
achieving the state-of-the-art performance.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The
next section overviews the related work including object
detection, keypoint estimation, graph neural network, and
human-object interactions. The proposed Relation Parsing
Neural Network (RPNN) made up of two attention-based
graphs are described in Section 3. Section 4 reports the experimental results and a conclusion is drawn in Section 5.

2. Related work
Object Detection. Mounts of research efforts had been
made on this topic over the past two decades. Especially,
the R-CNN based models [22, 4, 5, 6], which are twostage approaches for addressing object detection task in two
steps: candidate RoIs proposal and objects classify, are the
leading methods of state-of-the-art results. Based on the
shared feature maps, region-wise features can be extracted
by RoIpooling operation which enables the feasible computation of higher-order interactions detection task. Our
method is built on the Mask R-CNN framework [6].
Keypoint Estimation. Keypoint estimation task draws
great attention and it can be mainly divided to two
classes,i.e., bottom-up methods and top-down methods.
Bottom-up methods [9, 7, 8, 23] directly predict all the
keypoints in the image and associate them for individual
people. Particularly, [7] exploits global contextual cues
from other body parts to associate body parts with individuals by utilizing part affinity fields(PAFs). Top-down
methods [24, 25, 26, 27, 6] firstly perform person detection and then detect each person’s pose, which obtains great
performance under the scenario of multiple people. He et
al. [6] extend Faster R-CNN into Mask R-CNN by estimating instance segmentation and keypoints together, which is
a suitable backbone for our end-to-end method. To keep robust keypoints estimation performance under the scenario
of many people, we adopt Mask R-CNN [6] for object detection and keypoint estimation.
Graph Neural Network. There is an increasing interest in extending neural networks to graph models in recent years. We divide them to two categories. The first
category is spectral approach working with a spectral representation of graphs, which is applied successfully for
node classification. Specifically, [28] proposes a simplified and efficient method by operating in a 1-step neighborhood around each node. The second category is non-
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spectral approach [29, 30] which defines convolutions directly on graph to aggregate spatially close neighbors. [31]
proposes Message Passing Neural Network model which
presents powerful representation of graph convolutional
layers. Moreover, a trivially scalable method which uses
attention mechanism is proposed in [21]. In this work,
we extend [21] into HOI detection task to automatically
perform relationship inferring and node refinement, which
generates simple but powerful feature representations.
Human-Object Interaction. Detecting Human-Object Interaction (HOI) concentrates on visual relationship but ultimately is essential for machine to concretely understand human activity. Gupta and Malik [13] contribute to construct
V-COCO dataset from COCO [32] dataset. [15] combines
human-object region pairs with spatial relationship features
for detection and expands HICO [33] dataset for humanobject interaction detection in HICO-DET dataset. Gkioxari
et al. [16] propose to estimate density map of action target
location based on detected human appearance, which solves
HOI detection task elegantly. [18] applies an attention
mechanism to capture the correlation between body-parts
for HOI recognition task. In [14], instance-centric attention
is proposed to highlight different regions of image for detecting human-object interactions. Qi et al. [17] introduce a
learnable graph structure neural network to HOI recognition
task, and extend the network into dynamic settings.
Summary Comparing with the above methods, our method
differs mainly in the following aspects. First, instead of extending the learned graph model to obtain powerful representations based on coarse human/objects appearance features in [17], we introduce detailed body parts features,
and our model combines a graph structure for feature refinement. Second, unlike [14] proposing image attention
based on instance centric, we think objects and body-parts
are the most interesting regions that need us to pay attention
to. Therefore, based on detected body parts and objects, we
explicitly introduce Object-Bodypart Attention mechanism
and Human-Bodypart Attention mechanism to focus interesting objects and body parts regions. Third, [18] models
the pairwise relationships between body parts. While we focus modeling the relation of object-body part pair as well as
human-body part pair. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first work to focus on the pair-wise correlations between
body parts and objects in HOI detection.

i.e., Human-Bodypart Graph and Object-Bodypart Graph
by an additional component, i.e., body parts.
The overview of the proposed RPNN architecture is depicted in Fig. 2. Given an input image, a Mask R-CNN [6] is
exploited to detect all the human/object bounding boxes bh ,
bo and human keypoints kph . Given the human h detected,
we use human keypoints kph to construct the body part
boxes bp,h . Once bh , bo and bp,h are obtained, we extract
features from the shared feature map of ResNet-50 C4 by
the ROIAlign operation [6] and feed the features to ResNet50 C5 in order to obtain fh , fo and fp,h . We denotes O
and Ph as the sets of the fo and the fp,h of human h, respectively. In addition, the scene feature fs is obtained by
an adaptive average pooling (14 × 14), and then the shared
feature map of ResNet-50 C4 is fed to ResNet-50 C5.
For HOI detection of each person h, Object-Bodypart
Graph GhO is constructed by body parts Ph and objects O.
In most cases, a body part interacts with only one object.
Under this observation, given a complete Object-Bodypart
Graph GhO for each person h, the adjacency matrix EhO is estimated automatically to measure the relationship between
Ph and O. Specifically, an Object-Bodypart attention is introduced to softly discover the most related object-bodypart
for every body part p. Then, the object/body part nodes are
refined by message passing, and the updated graph is called
′
as Refined Object-Bodypart Graph GhO . The refined object
′
nodes fo are used to predict the probabilities sah,o of diverse
actions for the object o and the human h.
′
The refined body part nodes Ph send bodypart-related
action contexts to Human-Bodypart Graph GhH by initializing the body part nodes in GhH . In addition, we exact the
feature from the whole image, and add it to the HumanBodypart Graph as a scene node fs for human node refinement. The relationships between human and other nodes are
inferred as adjacency matrix EhH by the Human-Bodypart
attention mechanism. Furthermore, the Message Passing
gathers all features of the node in GhH to refine human node
′
fh . After refining all the nodes, the graph is called as Re′
fined Human-Bodypart Graph GhH , and the refined human
′
node fh further predicts the action sah and density estimation uah of target object location for given action a.
a
Following the [16], HOI scores Sh,o
are calculated by

3. Relation Parsing Neural Network (RPNN)

where sh and so are the classification scores from the detected human box bh and an detected object box bo . Here,
a
measures the compatibility between the object box bo
gh,o
and the predict target object location uah , and is computed
by

Human-object interaction (HOI) is an important topic
of computer vision. In the past, it is usually modeled by
human-object graphs. In fact, the interaction between human and objects is through body parts. In the paper, a
novel deep neural network, i.e., Relation Parsing Neural
Network (RPNN), is proposed for HOI detection. In particular, the RPNN is made up of two attention based graphs,

a
a
Sh,o
= sh · so · sah · gh,o

a
gh,o
= exp(kbo|h − uah k2 /2σ 2 ),
o
n
wo h o
h yo −yh
,
,
,
bo|h = xow−x
hh
wh h h
h
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Figure 2. An overview of our Model Architecture for HOI detection (better viewed in color). The update procedure of graph is composed
of relation inferring and node refinement (relation is presented by the line thickness between nodes, and the node refinement is illustrated
by color change). See Section 3 for detailed explanation.

where bo|h is the encoding of object box bo in coordinates
related to the human box bh , and we set the hyperparameter
σ to 0.3.
The implementation of Object-Bodypart and HumanBodypart graphs is given in the next two subsections, respectively with the correpsonding attention schemes.

3.1. Object-Bodypart Graph
As discussed in Section 1, the object-bodyparts contain
abundant knowledge for the HOI task. Assume that every
object can interact with multiple people. Namely, one object may have different action relationships with different
people. Hence, one Object-Bodypart Graph is constructed
for each person h. The graph is composed of all body part
nodes Ph and all detected object nodes O. Each body part
node is connected to all the object nodes. Note that there
are no internal links for object nodes or body part nodes.
For a body part, assume that there are interaction connections (0/1) with all the peripheral objects. It is difficult to
calculate the interaction connections directly without supervised relation labels of an object o and body part p pair. To
solve this problem, an attention mechanism called ObjectBodypart Attention, is introduced to implicitly learn the soft
relation probability αo,p between an object o and one body
part p of a human h. In addition, αo,p can dynamically up′
date the adjacency matrix EhO , and controls the messages
passing through edges between nodes.
Object-Bodypart Attention To estimate the soft relation
probability, a multi-layer perceptron RO (fo , fp ) is ex-

ploited, where the input is a concatenated feature by connecting object and body part features and the output is evidence score eo,p for each object-bodypart denoted as
eo,p = RO (fo , fp ).

(4)

Here, the evidence score indicates the relationship between an object o and a certain body part p. Empirically,
a body part usually interacts with one object. Therefore,
the soft relation probability or attention score αo,p can be
calculated by a softmax function as follows,
exp(eo,p )
,
αo,p = PN
n=1 exp(en,p )

(5)

where N is the number of object nodes in an image.
Message Passing After obtaining αo,p , a soft adjacency ma′
trix EhO can be updated to refine object nodes by aggregating features of other body part nodes. Particularly, a linear
combination of the node features is utilized to generate refined object features by
′

fo = fo +

Nh
X

αo,p · fp ,

(6)

p=1

where Nh is the number of body parts of the person h. Accordingly, the refined body part features in Object-Bodypart
Graph can be calculated by
′

fp = fp +

N
X

αp,o · fo .

(7)

o=1

Here, the adjacency matrix is assumed as a symmetric one.
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3.2. Human-Bodypart Graph
The Human-Bodypart Graph contains a human node fh
and body part nodes Ph . Every body part node is linked
to the human node. The features of body part nodes are
initialized by the corresponding refined body part features
′
obtained from the refined Object-Bodypart Graph GhO . This
is defined as a action passing mechanism.
The background (or scene feature fs ) often contains
prior knowledge for human action detection. For instance,
people always ski in the snow and surf in sea. Instead
of directly concatenating scene feature with human feature
for action prediction through neural networks, a humanbodypart attention scheme is introduced to infer the relation
between human fh and the scene fs .
Human-Bodypart Attention Similar to Object-Bodypart
Graph, paired node features are concatenated and fed into
a multi-layer perceptron RH to obtain relation scores for
human-bodypart βh,p and human-background βh,s respectively by
′

βh,p = σ(Rh (fh , fp )),

(8)

βh,s = σ(Rh (fh , fs )).

(9)
′

Note that we use the refined body part feature fp from the
′
refined Object-Bodypart Graph GhO to initialize the HumanH
Bodypart Graph Gh . Since human can simultaneously perform multiple actions with several body parts, a sigmoid
function σ(·) is utilized to normalize the relation scores to
(0, 1).
Message Passing To obtain a more discriminative human
feature representation, we refine the human node by mes′
sage passing in Human-Bodypart Graph GhH . Once adja′
cency matrix EhH is obtained by calculating β, human node
is refined by computing a linear combination of the body
part features as
′

fh = fh +

Nh
X

′

βh,p · fp + βh,s · fs .

(10)

p=1

3.3. Training and Inference
Multi-task Training A person usually performs multiple
actions as multi-label classification problem. Here, we apply binary sigmoid classifiers for each action category, and
minimize the binary cross entropy losses between scores sah ,
sah,o and their ground-truth action labels. In addition, we
minimize the smooth L1 loss [4] between uah and bo|h for
the ground-truth triplet hh, a, oi. Our overall loss is summed
over all losses with weight of one, except for the loss term
for sah with a weight of two.
Inference Following the cascaded inference algorithm
in [16], we firstly discover an object with high confidence.

The high-confidence object usually has a high-scoring action, and also is close to the predicted target location. It can
be estimated by
a
.
bo∗ = arg max so · sah,o · gh,o
bo

(11)

After selecting optimal bo∗ for each person h and action a pair, we obtain the triplets hhuman, verb, objecti to
a
compute the score Sh,o
as final output of our model.

4. Experiments
4.1. Setting
Dataset To verify the effectiveness of our method, we conduct experiments on two HOI benckmark datasets, i.e. VCOCO [13] and HICO-DET [15] datasets. V-COCO (Verbs
in COCO) dataset is a subset of COCO [32] that contains
abundant annotations for studying HOI detection. V-COCO
includes 10,346 images and 16,199 human instances. The
trainval set consists of ∼5,000 images of ∼8,000 person instances, and the test set includes ∼4,900 images. Each instance is annotated with 26 different action classes. Note
that there exist three actions that are annotated with two
types of targets, i.e., instrument and direct object. HICODET is the subset of HICO [33]"Humans Interacting with
Common Objects". HICO is the largest dataset for HOI detection at present. It contains 80 object categories that are
the same as COCO [32] and includes 600 HOI categories
over 117 action classes. HICO-DET provides 47,776 images with more than 150,000 annotated instances, where
38,118 images are included in the training set, and 9,658
images in the test set.
Evaluation Metrics Since the main purpose of the HOI
detection is detecting triplet hhuman, verb, objecti, mean
Average Precision (mAP) [13] is used to evaluate the proposed model for HOI detection on V-COCO and HICODET datasets. A detected triplet is considered as a true positive if both the predicted human box and target object box
have Intersection over Union (IoU) greater than or equal to
0.5 of the corresponding ground-truth boxes.
Implementation Details First, the Detectron [34] of Mask
R-CNN [6] is trained on COCO training dataset for both
object detection and keypoint estimation. The boxes with
scores higher than 0.4 will be kept when the human and
object bounding boxes are obtained.
For body part generation, the detected keypoints with
scores higher than 0.001 and the area of corresponding human boxes which larger than 10,000.0 are selected. In this
work, we define four body part regions, i.e., head, hand, hip
and leg. The detail keypoint grouping policy for each body
part is introduced as follows. Head part consists of "nose,
left/right eye, left/right ear". Hand part includes six parts,
i.e., "left/right hand, left/right wrist, left/right elbow". Hip
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part contains "left/right hip, left/right knee". Leg part includes "left/right ankle". For every person h, the bounding
1
2
box of body part bp = {x1h,p , yh,p
, x2h,p , yh,p
} is calculated
by
x1h,p

= minkp∈KP h,p xkp − τp · wh ,

1
yh,p
x2h,p
2
yh,p

= minkp∈KP h,p ykp − τp · hh ,
= maxkp∈KP h,p xkp + τp · wh ,
= maxkp∈KP h,p ykp + τp · hh ,

where KP h,p denotes the keypoint group of body part p,
(wi , hi ) is the size of detected human bounding box, and τb
dynamically controls the body part size relevant to human
size. As the hand keypoint is not detected, we calculate the
coordinate of hand by h(x,y) = w(x,y) − 0.5 · (w(x,y) −
e(x,y) ), where h(x,y) , w(x,y) , e(x,y) denote the 2D coordinate of hand, wrist and elbow, respectively.
Note that HICO-DET dataset does not have keypoint annotations. The Mask R-CNN is applied to directly acquire the keypoints for training dataset to generate body parts. Moreover, the hyperparameter τ is
set to be {0.2, 0.2, 0.25, 0.25} to control the size of
{head, hand, hig, leg}, respectively. As keypoints may be
detected in a small area due to an error detection or other
reasons, these parts usually cannot capture the enough information. Accordingly, τ guarantees an enough information of body part.
In the experiments, a pre-trained Mask R-CNN [6] with
ResNet-50 [1] is used as the backbone. The functions RO
and RH consist of F C(4096 × 256) and F C(256 × 1),
and the leakyReLU is applied, non-linearity with negative
input slope α = 0.2 in the middle. The refined features
′
′
fh and fo are fed to one 2048-d fully connected layer for
final prediction (i.e. sah , uah and sah,o ). The initial learning
rate is set to be 1e-3 and decayed every 10 epochs by 0.1.
The SGD optimizer with 0.9 momentum is applied, and the
weight decay is set to be 1e-5. V-COCO and HICO-DET
datasets comply with the same training procedure.

4.2. Results
Table 1 reports the performance on V-COCO test dataset
and its comparison with other state-of-the-art methods.
By incorporating Object-Bodypart Graph and HumanBodypart Graph, the proposed RPNN gets 47.53 mAP on
V-COCO test dataset, which achieves the best performance.
As shown in Tab. 2, followinng the evaluation protocol [15],
our model is evaluated over three different HOI category
sets, i.e., all 600 HOI categories in HICO (Full), 138 HOI
categories with less than 10 training instances (Rare), and
462 HOI categories with 10 or more training instances. The
proposed RPNN network also achieves stable and superior
performance on the HICO-DET test dataset.

Table 1. Performance comparison with the state-of-the-art methods on the V-COCO dataset.
mAProle Scenario 2
Methods
Gupta et al. [13] (implemented by
InteractNet [16]
GPNN [17]
iCAN [14]

[16])

Feature Backbone

hhuman, verb, objecti

ResNet-50-FPN
ResNet-50-FPN
Deformable ConvNets [35]
ResNet-50

31.8
40.0
44.0
45.3

ResNet-50

47.53

RPNN

Table 2. Performance comparison with the state-of-the-art methods on the HICO-DET dataset.
Default
Rare Non Rare

Methods

Feature Backbone

Full

Shen et al. [36]
HO-RCNN [15]
InteractNet [16]
GPNN [17]
iCAN [14]

VGG-19
CaffeNet
ResNet-50-FPN
Deformable ConvNets [35]
ResNet-50

6.46
7.81
9.94
13.11
14.84

4.24
5.37
7.16
9.34
10.45

7.12
8.54
10.77
14.23
16.15

RPNN

ResNet-50

17.35

12.78

18.71

Figure 3 shows the visualization examples of the predicted body part attentions for objects on the V-COCO test
dataset. For a clear view, we present the most related visual
result of one body part, and the prediction of attention score
is displayed on the top of object box. As one can see, the
head pays most attention to looking the skateboarding, the
leg on snowboarding the snowboard, the hand on catching
the Frisbee.
Besides, Fig. 4 shows the visualization examples of the
predicted human attention for body parts on the V-COCO
test dataset, where we only present the visual results of one
human, and the score of attention is displayed on the top of
the body part boxes. One can clearly see that the human
pay more attention to the body parts which interact with
objects. Furthermore, our model implicitly learns to always
pay more attention to head part.
Ablation Studies To evaluate the effectiveness of different
components in the proposed model, seven ablation study
experiments are conducted on the V-COCO dataset.
For a comprehensive evaluation on the model components, we also evaluate performances in Scenario 1
from [13]. In this scenario, the corresponding role prediction must be empty with missing role annotations in test
cases. This scenario is suitable for missing roles due to
occlusion. Furthermore, the RPNN without two graphs is
similar with InteractNet [16], which is set as the baseline in
our ablation studies. The baseline result obtains the similar
performance as recorded in [16]. The comparable results
are listed in Tab. 3- 5.
with vs. without action passing. A variant of the proposed method is studied without action passing. Instead
of using refined body part features from refined ObjectBodypart Graph, the Human-Bodypart Graph directly uses
body part features for initialization. In our model, human
feature can potentially capture detailed context of objectbodypart in refined body part features. Tab. 3 reveals that
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0.998

0.884

0.870

0.833

0.929

0.694
0.998

0.956

Figure 3. The body part is able to pay more attention to the most related object (marked in red) on V-COCO test dataset, and only one body
part of a person is presented for a clear display. The object-bodyparts with the highest score of attention are shown, where the head part is
marked in blue, the hand part in orange, the hip part in pink, the leg part in yellow and other detected object boxes in green.

0.434

0.371
0.364

0.308
0.432
0.234
0.233

0.326
0.372

0.237

0.322
0.365
0.280

0.301

0.290

0.255

0.440

0.429
0.393

0.251

0.415
0.366

0.371
0.371

0.364

0.415

0.135
0.326
0.372

0.317

0.114

0.115

Figure 4. The human is able to pay more attention to the more related body parts on V-COCO test dataset. The human-bodyparts with the
attention score are displayed and the different colors of boxes have the same meaning as in shown in Fig. 3.

AProle drops 2.57% and 3.52% on Scenario 1 and Scenario
2 respectively.
with vs. without object-bodypart graph. ObjectBodypart Graph is the key component. It not only refines
object nodes but also generates refined body part features
for Human-Bodypart Graph initialization. To evaluate this
influence, a variant of the proposed model is implemented.
The performances drop obviously 4.83% and 5.85% in Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 as shown in Tab. 3.
with vs. without human-bodypart graph. In our model,
we use Human-Bodypart Graph as it refines human feature
by refined body part features. A variant is implemented
without Human-Bodypart Graph. The experiments show a
degradation of 4.29% and 5.33% in Scenario 1 and Scenario

2 without Human-Bodypart Graph.
RPNN vs. Different sequences of message passing. Usually, human h might interact with multiple objects, e.g.,
{oi , oj , ok }. Hence, fh might contain all the interaction information with {oi , oj , ok }. Accordingly, directly adding
fh to the object feature fo,i of the object oi would bring
a redundant noisy of {oj , ok } to fo,i . Therefore, directly
using human feature to refine object feature such as "human ↔ body part → object "would cause the performance
degradation.
Moreover, due to an imperfect object detection system,
many redundant overlappingly detected object boxes are
usually detected. Using these overlapping object boxes for
refining the human feature would generate an unstable hu-
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Table 3. Ablation on the V-COCO test dataset about the architecture design.
mAProle

mAProle

Methods

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

baseline [16] w/ ResNet-50
baseline [16] (our re-implementation)

30.68

40.0
40.23

RPNN w/o action passing
RPNN w/o object-bodypart graph
RPNN w/o human-bodypart graph

34.11
31.85
32.39

44.01
41.68
42.20

human ↔ body part → object
bodypart ↔ object → human
Human-bodypart-object graph
RPNN

34.26
33.64
36.31
36.68

44.30
44.24
46.70
47.53

Table 4. Ablation on the V-COCO test dataset about the design
of attention. human attention: Human-Bodypart Attention; object
attention: Object-Bodypart Attention.
mAProle

AProle

Methods

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

RPNN w/o human attention
RPNN w/o object attention
RPNN

33.84
32.73
36.68

44.59
42.86
47.53

Table 5. Ablation on the V-COCO test dataset about the design of
scene features.
mAProle
AProle
Methods
Scenario 1
Scenario 2
RPNN w/o scene feature
RPNN

36.25
36.68

46.77
47.53

Bodypart Graph reduces the performance by 3.95% and
4.67%.
with vs. without the scene features. The scene feature is
used to take the background into consideration. A variant
without scene node in Human-Bodypart Graph is further
studied to evaluate the effectiveness of the scene feature.
The result is shown in Tab. 5, where the performance drops
by 0.43% and 0.76% in Scenario 1 and Scenario 2.
From the above ablation studies, we can observe that
these components and the sequence of message passing are
crucial to the HOI task, since they capture knowledge from
different perspectives. Our proposal aggregates these crucial information and thus provides a better result.

5. Conclusion
man feature due to large numerical fluctuations. Hence,
directly using object feature for human feature refinement
such as "body part ↔ object → human "would decrease the
HOI performance.
As a body part only interacts with one object, the RPNN
(object↔body part→human) not only uses body part to refine object features, but also uses body part to select the
most related object for human feature refinement, which
overcomes the problem aforementioned. Therefore, RPNN
can obtain the best result as shown in Tab. 3.
RPNN vs. Human-bodypart-object graph. Humanbodypart-object graph contains all nodes. Different from
building such a big graph, we use two graphs in order to
explicitly adds a prior knowledge to the model. The prior
knowledge is that the direct message passing between human and objects is not allowed. As for this big graph, the
connection between human and objects should be weakened
in order to reduce an information loss. The experimental results support the above discussion as shown in Tab. 3.
with vs. without the attention module. The attention
mechanism is also the essential component in our network
as it can not only enhance the related context but also
suppress the useless ones. Two variants without humanbodypart attention and without object-bodypart attention
are carried out respectively. The results shown in Tab. 4
verify that removing human-bodypart attention in HumanBodypart Graph reduces the performance by 2.84% and
2.94%, and removing object-bodypart attention in Object-

In the paper, a novel deep neural network is proposed
to detect human object interactions (HOI) by introducing “bodypart” together with “human” and “object”. In
particular, two attention based graphs are constructed to
capture the detailed information and parsing relations of
object-bodypart and human-bodypart, which are denoted as
Object-Bodypart Graph and Human-Bodypart Graph, respectively. The two graphs are combined to construct a
Relation Pasing Neural Network (RPNN) for HOI detection by integrating the additional element “bodypart” to the
deep neural network. Here, the Object-Bodypart Graph
dynamically updates the adjacency matrix to capture the
relationships between object and bodyparts based on an
object-bodypart attention mechanism, and refines the bodypart/object features by message passing. We perform an action passing scheme by using refined body part nodes to initialize Human-Bodypart Graph, and enrich the human feature representation by message passing. The experiments
conducted on HOI benchmark V-COCO and HICO-DET
datasets confirm the effectiveness of the proposed RPNN
network, which can significantly improve the detection accuracies compared with the state-of-the-art models.
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